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Swami:  Welcome back guys.  Everybody’s ok?  Anybody drank the 
coffee or tea or chai?  Are you clear on this?    
 
Myuri:  A little unclarity about the difference between the Third and 
Ninth JC channels.   
 
Swami:  Why? 
 
Myuri:  The Third was about making the cross bleed and so was the 
Ninth, what’s the difference? 
 
Swami: The Ninth you can make anything to bleed, anything, just 
keep flowing. 
 
Lothar:  There are different kinds of fluids that can bleed?  So it’s 
always what we keep in our sankalpam we want to make bleed? 
 
Swami:  Yes, you can make it bleed the milk, nectar, blood, some 
fragrance oil. 
 
Student:  I have a question about the power spot.  Do I have to have it 
here in Penukonda or can I have it anywhere? 
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Swami: You can have it anywhere. If you’re here, you’re in the family 
of Sai family – Kaleshwara family.  Anywhere you can be wherever 
you want.   
 
Swami talking to Imke:  I’m only giving exemption to you to ask two 
questions today, first one, yes? 
 
Imke:  Making the body bleed is the Third Channel?   
 
Swami: Third and Ninth, you can use both, but Ninth is very 
powerful.  Don’t underestimate these channels.  I’m very serious.  If 
you really want to see the end of the spirituality, really the guts, what 
do we call it… what is spirituality? I can’t say it’s one hundred 
percent spirituality… spirituality is an ocean but it’s a powerful 
steamer you can reach it - you can reach your destiny. You know 
what I’m saying, these channels?  Many people might have different, 
different channels.  Whatever you believe it, you can do it.  But you 
no need to follow by forcely to doing these things, you can follow 
your heart. I’m not telling you, “You have to do this.” You know 
what I’m saying?  No problem, follow your heart and do it.  Anya’s 
thinking, “I never do it, so what, who cares?”  But she’s wearing the 
huge rudraksha mala…  Who doesn’t want to do this?   
 
Students:  (Two hands raised.)    
 
Swami:  Hey, come on be honest.  I thought minimum thirty percent, 
forty percent…   So remaining people want to do this?  Anya, are you 
doing finally?   
 
Anya:  Ok.   
 
Swami:  You said ok, means?  You didn’t raise your hand.   
 
Anya:  Well, I don’t, not want to do it. I’m happy to do it, Swami, if 
you recommend.   
 
Swami: Hey, to making money – ok, to having a good wife – ok, 
having a good house – ok, having good children – ok, name and fame 
– ok, but what is… something you’re missing it. The real nectar 
you’re missing it - that’s the spiritual fragrance.  If you ignore that, 
you’ll recognize when you get liberated, when you’re taking off from 
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your body – that painful. You will know… any person, any soul 
before going to die, the person will know nine minutes before - that’s 
a standard law. Nine minutes before, you’ll know it you’re going to 
take off.  After you left your body, nine days your soul will be around 
the body.   
 
So, it’s good to know some great experience you had – some divine 
experience to merge with some Divinity in you in this lifetime.  I 
know it’s hard, I can understand your family problems, 
responsibilities to making money and living your life and lot of loss, 
lot of stuff, lot of headaches. What? 
 
Martin:  Can you give a kind of guidelines for new students, what 
process to do step by step, one after the other?  So the new people are 
confused, starting with Five Elements or what to do? 
 
Swami: Wait. So, it’s important to do whatever your Swami 
recommended. Each person your Swami recommended different, 
different things. Individually he recommended different thing.  
Publically I gave the channelings. When you have a personal 
interview he gave the different process to you.  You know what I’m 
saying?  But in your overall lifetime, it’s good to know A-Z, as much 
as you can.  You know what I’m saying?  So, it’s important.   
 
Now I’m coming to your personal lives and personal problems and 
where you really got stuck in your personal family life.  And if you 
really can share with me then I hope so I can give some solutions to 
come out from that headaches.  Just starting, beginning with some 
pain, disturbances…responsibilities, pain, disturbance, that’s 
different. One, you have everything in your life, but still you’re 
missing something. Two, you can’t forgive and you can’t heal your 
heart pain still aching there and you can’t do your sadhana.  And 
third one, having no time and faith, like you think it’s all wasting of 
your time - you’re confused.  You’re totally confused to do.  So you 
don’t’ care what it is, so you’re in that type of position. So out of these 
three, I want to talk very openly, taking a few people’s life’s 
examples.  Chinello, can you stand up?  You really want to do this 
process isn’t it?   
 
Swami:  Do you have enough time? 
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Chinello:  I will make the time for it. 
 
Swami:  What is the main problem in your life? Relationship 
problems, responsibilities, money, what? 
 
Chinello:  It was relationship problems and it seems like there’s never 
enough money.   
 
Swami:  Then? 
 
Chinello:  Not enough time.   
 
Swami:  What else you have responsibilities? 
 
Chinello:  I’m helping support my daughter.  That’s basically it. 
 
Swami:  Your heart is happy not having any pain in relationship? 
 
Chinello:  Some pain in the relationship. 
 
Swami:  So what do you really want to achieve in your life? 
 
Chinello:  I want to win all the channels - win my spirituality in this 
lifetime.   
 
Swami:  You found another new girlfriend? 
 
Chinello:  Another new girlfriend other than the one I have now?   
  
Swami:  Um-hum. 
 
Chinello:  No. 
 
Swami:  Are you happy right now with who is she?   
 
Chinello:  Debra, pretty happy. 
 
Swami:  Do you have confidence she’s going to stay with you? 
 
Chinello:  Pretty much. 
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Swami:  What is pretty much happiness there?  You’re making time 
pass or really you want to make like she really wants to stay with her. 
 
Chinello:  I wasn’t sure I understood what you said. 
 
Swami:  You’re making a time pass like you’re taking one woman as 
a girlfriend two, three years letting her go, taking another woman 
two years letting her go, taking another woman… 
 
Chinello:  No, that was my pattern, absolutely that was my pattern.  
It was a pattern in the past. Not since the last process I made a 
commitment and she made a commitment to stay. 
 
Swami:  So now you’re happy? 
 
Chinello:  I’m happy that I’m beyond that pattern that I was formerly 
in and so my life is much more settled.   
 
Swami:  Good thank you. Sit.  Another interesting guy, Terry, please 
stand up.  Hey, I won’t compromise, even you’re working very close 
to me, near and dear - truth is truth, isn’t it?   
 
Terry:  Sure. 
 
Swami:  You’re suppose to win a woman’s heart isn’t it, to be able to 
do any powerful channels, “Swami put it there like a key?”  How are 
you going to manage it? 
 
Terry:  I guess I’ll have to start working on it. 
 
Swami:  You’ll work on it?  You already worked on it.   
 
Terry:  Maybe I already worked on it, but maybe more seriously. 
 
Swami:  He’s tGaneshy Anya, he’s not telling straight answer.  You 
done it, or you didn’t do it?  You’re in the middle way your journey. 
 
Terry:  In the middle? 
 
Swami:  When are you going to make a commitment? 
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Terry:  When I’m ready. 
 
Swami:  Not with me. 
 
Terry:  I already made that commitment.   
 
Swami:  That’s why you are here. Look where really the soul gets 
disturbed when you’re not able to reach your destiny. The major 
thing is doing the soul prostitution. You know what I’m saying?  
Even by fun, intentionally, accidentally, whatever you did, “Swami I 
did with my body, how does it affect with my soul?” Yes, it will 
affect your soul. If you exchange three things in your body: saliva, 
blood, sperm and fourth maybe a milk. If you share male and female, 
it will affect to your soul. No matter how strong you are, how 
discipline character you are - you’re responsible. The soul will start to 
vibrate like you’re throwing a rock in a beautiful swimming pool.  
The water will start to get juggling. So it will create lot of pain 
without your notice, some disturbance.  But you don’t know what it 
is, but it’s creating lot of nuisance in you.  That’s why Rama in Treyta 
Yuga, he wanted to, as much as he can, be very disciplined. The laws 
keep changing it – keep changing, keep changing – become super 
natural.  What I told a few days back, “If you’ve been with nine men 
or nine women in your life, that’s pretty top. More if you’ve been 
with - that’s super danger, crossing the borderline to get the 
enlightenment, to receive the spiritual experience.   
 
What I want to do tomorrow making the fire pujas running for three 
days with many priests. First day fire ceremony with coconut, 
incense, flower, list of names. Take a coconut and a flower and 
incense, whatever you remember, think of all your friend’s names 
like that type of friends (lovers relationships). You know what I’m 
saying, whatever you’ve been through. I’m sorry to say this but it’s 
necessary - think all.  You don’t need to tell to your wife or husband.  
Please don’t torture each others, just each individually things, even if 
you been one or two, still try to do it. Take a coconut, chant your 
personal mantra very strongly, very deeply first day think all the list 
of the names and after the fire puja, put the coconut in the fire – 
flower, incense and coconut. 
 
Same time, another most important thing, the second fire puja 
ceremony, Rudrayani, means Paramashiva.  Who you really got hurt 
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by… or your soul got really heartbroken, or you got cheated or 
abused and you can’t get healed, you know what I’m saying?  And 
where you really missed something and you got the pain - ask to let it 
go out from you. Second day thinking all your depression, all your 
heartbreaks, bring it, ask the Lord Shiva then put it in the fire.  
 
Then you’re pretty super clear soul.  Start your processes.  You’ll get 
majority success. But I need a promise, commitment from you guys, 
“You should not do again in the future!”  “Swami, that’s my hobby, 
that’s my bad habit, whatever it is. I keep changing my girlfriends 
every two, three years. I can’t stick on.” Such type of persons, such 
type of characters - please don’t damage your soul. Don’t do the JC 
channels. It drives little bit crazy to you. Do you know what I’m 
saying?  Don’t do this. Don’t do the JC Channels, just stick on the Jiva 
Vidya. You’ll communicate with Mother Divine no problem.  Do you 
understand Virginia?  Hello?  
 
Virginia:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  Good.  Paul?   
 
Paul:  Yes, Swami. 
 
Swami:  You sure?  
  
Student:  Swami, you’re speaking about when my heart is broken - is 
with my mother. 
 
Swami:  Ok, relax.   
 
Student:  Say that too on this? 
 
Swami: Yes, do it. Any pain in you, whatever it is, don’t compromise.  
Don’t get compromised, try to surrender, throw in the fire lke all the 
names’ list. Think. Asking forgiveness to Rudra, Kala Rudra, 
Paramashiva. The homa is making Shiva’s third eye open to burn the 
negativity to whatever is around you, in you, your soul, whatever 
you did the craziness to get the disturbance.  I’m giving the charging 
strongly not to allow, to make you do any more crazy stuff in the 
future.  But you have to make a commitment.  Do you know what I’m 
saying?  No matter what, I’ll be very loyal, very strict.   
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Of course you can change, for example, “Right now my husband is a 
little crazy, so Swami I’m thinking I want to go, get out, be a free 
bird.” Go.  I’ll give permission until two or three in the worse case, 
the worse case, the worse case, you know what I’m saying?  You’re a 
spiritual person.  You met a beautiful guy, no problem go ahead be 
happy with him.  Even he’s a businessman, he doesn’t need to be in a 
spiritual path. He’s well name and fame, super happy, helpful, 
successful person - good.  And after he, maybe ten years later, fifteen 
years later, he cheated you, you feel horrible.  Go for next.  Stay as 
much as you can - be with Swami and loyal then later on, third one, 
better to be peaceful alone, like a sannyasi or sannyasa, you know 
what I’m saying?  Just give your life and your soul and your heart to 
the Guru Parampara to take care, to worship around you, the people 
to take care of them.  That’s very serious advice.   
 
And intentionally or without intentionally, don’t hurt your partners, 
your friends or your business people, or your master, any birds, any 
animals because of, you’ll be pretty good responsible for that pain, 
you’ll suck it.  When you’re doing the JC channels you have to be 
complete symbol of the love, you know what I’m saying?  You’re a 
symbol of the love. Even you’re super anger, tell in a smooth way.  
You’re really frustrated somebody cheated you. Ok tell in a smooth 
way.  Forgive them and walk out.  If you don’t want to see their face, 
ok, just walk out. Don’t give again a punch back, don’t go that 
channel don’t go that way. When you really got hurt… of course 
we’re humans sometimes it’s natural.  After somebody did it and you 
feel a little bit hurt, at the time, I personally, personally, personally 
recommend to go some any like an old-age home, like orphanage, 
hospital do some social service who really needs help, some 
voluntary service.  Go and spend some time with them. Bring some 
fruits, some bread, take some clothes, give to them.  Spend some time 
there.   
 
You never know tomorrow what the time will be. You might lose 
your legs, you might lose your hands - anything you might lose.  Still 
there’s a pretty good chance there, part of the Almighty will play to 
take anything from you out. Tomorrow can come big earthquakes, 
millions of people will die big diseases will attack… So the bottom 
line is try to be super helpful nature. If you want anything from a 
person, no need to go indirect.  Go direct, “I want this.  Give me this.”  
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You know what I’m saying? If the person responded, “Ok, you did 
like this,” don’t create any pain in somebody’s life - that’s super 
danger.  If you make the person heartbroken, believe me, you need to 
pay with interest ten times in this lifetime no matter how powerful a 
master is with you, around you. Even if you’re a super powerful 
master yourself, you can’t heal it. You’re just simple person, a symbol 
of the love and great meditator, just helping, helping, helping… Even 
though you’re doing helping and amazing service to the globe, you 
have to, that’s the order. Sometimes the testings are coming in your 
life, “Why these things are happening Swami?  All of a sudden I lost 
my…  Who gave to Anya that letter with the two pictures?  
 
Anya:  Her name is Mary with her two children. 
 
Swami:  Mary?  Hello.  Can you stand up?  Tell your family story. 
When I saw those two kids, it attracted me like really!  I never got 
that focus attracted, wow.  Not crazy wow, like such a beautiful.  I 
thought they were here.  Super relaxed and I saw it, “Who’s this?”  
Then after, reading the letter, hum… 
 
Mary:  I had two children and my son and daughter Kara.  And on…  
 
Swami:  If you don’t’ want to tell it’s ok.  
 
Mary: It’s ok.  On March 1, 1993, I opened my daughter’s bedroom 
door and she had died during the night and there was no 
explanation. The coroner had no explanation and she was very 
healthy, very happy, she was very spiritual. She was connected to 
Christ.  She always asked me not to put her in the grave. She said, 
“Mom, promise me you will not put me in the grave when I die.”  I 
would say, “Ok, but this will not be my decision.”  And so, when she 
died we had her body cremated and because she was very connected 
to Christ, we took her ashes to Israel to the Sea of Galilee. And then 
my son who was three years older than Kara, on March 26, just gone, 
I came home from work and I opened the bathroom door and he had 
died.   
 
Swami:  Say that again, in the bathroom door? 
 
Mary:  Opened the bathroom door in my house and he had died that 
morning.   
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Swami:  In the bathroom? 
 
Mary:  Yes, in the bathroom.   
 
Swami:  Uh-huh. 
 
Mary:  So that was three months ago and he was twenty-eight and 
very spiritual guy and very connected to the homeless. He was an 
actor, but his life was really connected to the homeless and helping 
people on the street.  And so we took his ashes to the Sea of Galilee. 
So those are my two children. 
 
Swami:  Sorry, but I heard one son is here to take care of you. Good, 
sit.  See, but I have to check her vaastu.  If I check her vaastu… 
Monika, try to make her draw that. I have one hundred percent 
whatever I told in the vaastu principles, it has to be there, it will be 
there. Otherwise, I’ll give the free accommodation to her here the rest 
of her life. No, I’m serious. It has to be there, the vaastu principles.  
Whatever Swami talks, without any evidence, practical experience, 
any mantra, any energy channels, any anything – first I test it, I see it, 
I spend my time then I release it.  I won’t release just whatever I feel, 
“Just ok, do it.” I’m not a person like that.   
 
I studied the vaastu like years and I spent millions of rupees, serious, 
more than one hundred million rupees just I spent it breaking the 
walls and moving the dirt, changing this and that.  Maybe a couple 
days later I’ll talk on the vaastu too. But karmically – if you have a 
good karma automatically you’ll go a good vaastu place.  Put it that 
way. If you have a bad karma you’ll go automatically bad vaastu 
place.  Maybe Tobias is thinking, “Why I came to this place? I 
thought it was good vaastu, but I’m facing lot of headaches.” Is it true 
Tobias?  Just you mentioned in the living room twenty minutes back.  
Southwest extension… You have everything but you don’t have 
anything. You know that expression, “You have everything but you 
don’t have anything.”  You’ll understand one day.   
 
So karma is… karmically is very important responsible how many 
people you’re making happy around you. Finally the Jesus Christ, the 
bottom… after Fire puja I want to show the book. After all the 
channels still I left few more channels.  At the Christmas time I want 
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to give the channels and show the results. The bottom line what Jesus 
mentioned it, try to help as much as you can around the people 
happy, either food, cooking, for the heartbroken. You don’t need to 
be miraculous guy, to giving miracles. How many people he healed 
the blind persons? It’s ok. He understood the mechanism, but he 
stepped back again to the true love. What we need to understand 
here - the true love and forgiving nature. Minimum per month at 
least ten to fifteen people you have to lift them. Lift them instead of 
commenting on them, unnecessary gossips.  Even here in the ashram, 
whenever I started hearing pretty good gossips! You have no idea 
how much you’ll suck the negativity. If anything is not true, if you 
don’t know, you don’t have any right to make a comment on that 
point.  If you don’t know, somebody else said it, listen - leave it. It’s 
good thing - receive it.  It’s a bad comment, leave it on the spot and 
tell straightly on the person’s face, “Don’t tell me this type of things 
in the future please. Tell only positive things.”  Try to be positive, live 
in the positive, creativity and positivity. Try to create positive. Don’t 
get stuck in kind of illusion gossips. You know what I’m saying? 
Creating unnecessarily, blaming on somebody else - pretty painful.  
Just you release little bit of gossip.  After it reached nine, ten persons 
or one hundred persons, what it will go?  It will go like crazily.  You 
know what I’m saying?  Does it make sense to you guys?   
 
And you don’t have any right to your partner even she did any 
mistake, to hurting her or she hurting you. You’re not each other’s 
slaves, you’re good friends. If she likes you - good. If she’s doing 
mistakes, just tell, “Please adjust like this. I like this way.”  And keep 
your duty.  If she listens to you, following you - good.  If she doesn’t 
listen, no need to argue.  Try to see whenever she’s in a good mood 
and try to explain. Don’t fight and unnecessarily hurting her, and 
she’s crying and you’re crying and you’re feeling hurt.   
 
Why I’m telling, when you feel little hurt and you’re doing these 
processes, you can’t make the journey that peacefully.  It’s like on the 
national highway putting the rocks. Whenever you’re going 
bumpy… of course when I’m in front of the fire sending and 
purifying you and making to set right, a part of also I have to travel 
with you too, until you reach your destiny. I’m not making you 
simply alone to going it.  You know what I’m saying? All the time, 
just my presence, my vibrations, it has to be with you until you reach 
your destiny, “Yes, I’m done Swami.”  “Good. Go ahead.” 
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Like when I’m walking here, whenever I’m coming into Dwarkamai I 
can check each person’s power spot how this guy is doing.  Just right 
there I can send on the spot the energy to make him calm down or 
just, if he’s really doing crazy… Sometimes it makes me little kind of 
upset, keep doing the mistake whatever I’m telling it, keeping doing 
it.  You don’t have any really that crazy blocks.  I’m really so proud of 
some people, many people.  But you have just kind of major thing – 
impatience, doubting, anxiety -  I gave that remedy too.  Try to clear 
that.  Try to win the process.  You’ll see the victory.  But I recommend 
even if you went back to your countries, Sunday timing, or Saturday 
and Sunday, to go any old-age home, any hospital, any place, even if 
you’re super busy, and spend one, two hours. If you have the 
hundred dollars with you, spend five, ten dollars for food. You know 
what I’m saying?  You promise?  
 
Students:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  You promise?  
 
Students:  Yes! 
 
Swami:  It’s good to take care.  A hungry person, if you really took 
care, if you fed him, definitely his heart feels, “Thank you.  God bless 
him.” You’ll need it.  A wounded heart person, you don’t need to do 
anything, just simply sit and listen what he’s saying.  I know you’re 
tired, exhausted, just listen. Let him cry whatever he wants to cry.  
Just listen.  You share it.  If you care, you have to share. That’s great 
blessings to him. In the hospital, lot of patients, please go and take 
care them every Sunday. Whenever they’re used to seeing you, two 
or three weeks you visited, then in the fourth week that patient’s 
waiting for you, “Hey! When you coming?” Do you know what I'm 
saying? They're very happy just looking forward to bring some 
flowers, some fruits. Do you know what I'm saying? They feel so 
touched.  That’s you need it.  That’s need it.  
 
I have to tell one story. Three months back in Penukonda, twenty-five 
km distance there's a big accident happened with school bus. There 
was forty students, kids.  The driver did crazy accident. Thirteen kids 
died on the spot and all kids is injured their heads and legs, the fall 
on the kind of, on the road. In Penukonda town there is no any 
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facilities. There's only one doctor. He comes, night times he goes 
back. The kind of blood like, everybody’s like, they need help. Few 
guys who was coming in the lorries and truck, they put them in to, 
put in hospital.  Where is the doctor?  They need some help and I got 
the call, “Some accident happened!” I didn’t know that was the really 
serious accident. I sent all our vehicles, “Just go pick them up, put 
them in the hospital, whatever it is.”  Then nobody’s not…  
somebody called, “Hey Swami, nobody’s not here to do some seva. 
The kids need right now. Few people is dying. They need some 
saline.  Saline?  Saline and some medicines and many kids is bleeding 
and crying and we don’t know where their parent… the teachers is 
died on the spot! We don’t know which village they belongs to. We 
have no idea.  It’s a mess!”   
 
Okay, I called the police station, “Hey, this is the situation.” The 
police inspector they went to the different village to inspect. The 
constable, “What we can do?” Gosh. Then I went to the hospital and 
pulling, making the doctors, different doctors, private doctors to pull 
it, make them get out, screaming in the administrative people, calling 
Anantapur to get the medicines and the doctors. Within forty-five 
minutes they reached, the medicines. They take care all the stock. All 
the kids they recognized me, they seen me, “Swami, please help!” 
and wow such a crying, believe me.  Whole Penukonda town is there 
but they need the help. All medical shops closed late night. We made 
the owners we don’t know where the medical shop owners, just we 
made, let them break it. Let the doctors take that. Do you know what 
I'm saying? Whenever a person is really necessary, they need help - 
your presence has to be there! Not... You have good heart. You have 
to implement on the right time. That develops. That helps. We take 
cared last year in the drought time, everyday how many people 
Tobias? 
 
Tobias: More than ten thousand.  
 
Swami: Lunch and the dinner. The farmers, super drought, each 
farmer have ten to fifty, one hundred acres. There's completely 
drought, no rains. They came all kind of, with taking their bullocks, 
the cows, they don’t have any food. The government is not taking 
care. If I went in front of them, if I started to teach just the JC 
Channels they’ll kills me. They’re super hungry. They need food. 
They don’t care about God, anything, just they want just some water, 
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food, some piece of cloths making them to around, making them to 
cover it. It is one month until to that, but this year pretty big 
whatever I want from government, we got that, and this year they 
take care. All the farmers survived and they're making that rain 
coming, how we call?  Rain clouds putting.  It really big helped.  
 
And, I proved it to the government. I purchased fifty acres land. Your 
Swami has seventy acres farmhouse. I purchased fifty acres kind of 
desert. We drilled the water. We found the water. I made the really 
huge rice patties. The government has to be open their eyes. Before, 
they started to blaming on me, “How come you talks like that in air-
conditioned room? You have the palace and it’s not possible to do. 
Come on.”  “Go and see what I done it.” Just get few lorries, drilling 
lorries, keep drilling it. Supply the machineries then the farmers only 
will grow in this district. Entire in India, Anantapur is the number 
one poverty, this district having no food. But, this year is super 
successful, very happy, very good.  
 
So, helping nature you need to develop, not all the time thinking on 
the power and power and power, no, that’s absolutely wrong. 
Simultaneously you need to develop both, then God will really 
cooperate, the nature it also will cooperate if you're making few be 
calm and happy. It makes you feel good and happy too. Do you 
understand Virginia? 
 
Virginia:  Yes Swami.  
 
Swami: Few people might think, “Swami charged to us too much.” 
Of course few people they want quick their process done. Yes, for 
example, Virginia I charged powerfully to her process then me 
personally sitting there doing fire puja make her get certain things. 
Then all money went to help the poor people, even now, in August 
25th, the marriages. It’s not easy that many people to take care and 
getting controlling. We’re using for good purpose. Do you know 
what I'm saying?  So, it’s good to do, it feels good, the same time to 
do some social activities, charitable activities. You are here, its not 
only for yourself, you are here to help few people around you in 
spiritually in all angles whatever you can. That quality everybody 
should develop it because one day you‘re going as a master. Just as a 
master going on top of stage, talking some mantras and some 
knowledge, just walking out - no way. No way. You need to go in 
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hospital. You need to see the patients how they're really suffering. 
Try to feel their pain. Try to show your love to them. Try to go to old 
age home take care them. Try to think, one day you're also going that 
old - what is your position?  
 
So, coming to the depression and heart-brokens majority people have 
in relationships. That’s natural or karmically.  Sometimes it’s a God's 
testing too. Whatever happen until now in your lives, take as big 
sporty, as a challenge. Tomorrow fire ceremony starting. Take a 
coconut. Don’t take a coconut from the temple, get from the village, 
give all people. Do you know what I'm saying? You’ll only need a 
few coconuts, put in your room, incense, few flowers, think all their 
names, chant your personal mantra, put in the fire pit.  
 
The second day, whatever you're carrying the lot of pain, depression, 
heart-brokens - think on it and you're forgiving everyone who really 
damaged your feelings from the beginning until to now life. From 
tomorrow onwards, you're completely free bird. You don’t have any 
right again started to thinking on it. You know what I'm saying? 
 
Students:  Yes.  
 
Swami:  Promise? 
 
Students:  Yes.  
 
Swami:  Hello? 
 
Audience:  Yes.  
 
Swami:  Thomas? 
 
Thomas:  Yes, Swamiji.  
 
Swami:  Really? 
 
Thomas:  I got it. Thank you.  
 
Swami:  Good. Brett? 
 
Brett: Yes, Swami.  Yes.  
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Swami:  Any questions? 
 
Student:  How can I help my sister?  How can I help my sister? 
 
Swami: Whenever the fire puja running think on her. Any questions? 
 
Brahma: So Swami, the first day we do the list with the coconut, 
personal mantra, incense and flowers then you just throw your 
coconut in the fire puja? 
 
Swami:  Yes.  
 
Brahma: Then the second day we take another coconut and that’s for 
the pain in our hearts.  
 
Swami:  Yes.  
 
Brahma:  And then we throw that in the fire?  
 
Swami:  Exactly.  
 
Brahma:  Okay, I just wanted to be clear.  
 
Swami:  Ganesh? 
 
Ganesh:  May I ask an honest and straight question to you? 
 
Swami:  Sure. 
 
Ganesh: And you answer honestly, not as a master, but you have 
certain tools to answer that it’s not an answer. Do you know what I 
mean?  
 
Swami:  Go ahead.  
 
Ganesh:  I'm really thinking it is so beautiful what you taught today 
and your love is so strong I feel, I feel it so strongly now. And I think, 
and maybe some others here, “Do I waste my time in Germany and 
America? Do I waste my time when I'm in Germany or America 
doing my job, doing business and working and doing everyday life? 
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Isn’t it better to be here and learn whatever we can most of the time?” 
That’s what I'm thinking about. You said it doesn’t matter whether 
you are here or whether you are in Germany or America, but my 
feeling is maybe I'm wrong.  
 
Swami: Can you stand up? 
 
Ganesh: Yes.  A few days ago, you said it doesn’t matter whether we 
are here in the ashram or whether we are in Germany or America, we 
will have success you said. But, my feeling is, it is so. You need do 
much attention to learn this and to do this, that it is not so easy to 
work in your country, to have a family life, and business, and do this 
at the same time. And my question is, is it really possible to be in 
your country doing, doing your everyday life, and reach the goal 
what you said, having success? 
 
Swami: Well, you're putting me in the middle of. If you are here I'm 
with you physically, all angles, and I'm observing on you and what 
you're doing it. There's a lot of chance, lot of chance for example, if 
you're doing one stroke, I can make it jump third one, or fourth one, 
fifth one, getting fast.  If I use my personal super attention, “Yes, a 
guy has really won my heart, a person really won my heart. He really 
cared about a lot of people’s feelings.” I might give a piece of my 
flesh. You're asking brought that. Its equal to do five strokes, a piece 
of my flesh given your hand, you done it, in nine minutes you’ll 
walk, you’ll success. Do you know what I'm saying? But I have to 
give a piece of my flesh to you, it's equal, it counts. But many people I 
have the strongest feeling, even if you're in your countries and keep 
doing it, if you keep going hospitals and keep take caring lot of 
peoples’ pain, of course I’ll get the report who is what doing it. Then I 
have strong feeling I might help them any angle. But I recommend, 
its not my sClaudia M.shness, its also pretty good headache to take 
care of that much people, yes, I recommend in my presence is strong.  
But if you kicked out your family and your responsibilities - that 
decision is up to you. To doing good seva I know how much… in my 
life. I'm a kind of Ekalavia. You know Ekalavia?  
 
Students:  No.  
 
Swami: Anybody know the story of the Ekalavia? I don’t have the 
physical master. That’s my number one pain. Sometimes I feel, 
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“Gosh, if I had the master, just going, even if he hates me its okay, 
going and sitting and giving massage, just looking at him walking 
around. It doesn’t matter, just having some communication.” But 
beyond that I have it. Its wonderful having the master really care it. 
You have no idea that fragrance?  But, did I answer your question? 
 
Ganesh: The answer is it is up to you. You have to decide yourself 
and, its helpful being here, its more helpful being here.  
 
Swami: Yes.  
 
Ganesh: Its easier here than being abroad. It is your, you don’t… but 
it’s your advice being here as much as possible and keeping your 
duties at home as much as you can, don’t create a mess at home.  
 
Swami: Exactly. You're doing the process, your wife calling, “Come 
on come back!” Your kids is crying there, and you're in the middle of 
you want to be here but the energy is pulling you back. That’s not a 
good position to helping. The master don’t care where you’ll be. Try 
to be energetic. Do you understand? So you're going to stay one year 
here huh? 
 
Ganesh: Swami, next year my son would like to come for one year. 
Maybe I will join him?  
 
Swami:  Maybe.  
 
Ganesh:  No, I will come as much time, I will come as much time as I 
can and I'm working on it since ten years. I can do it with your 
blessings.  
 
Swami:  You can try.  I am with you.  Any questions? 
 
Christine St.: Swami, I find it so difficult, it’s like a borderline 
between trying to help everybody around you but also trying to keep 
your own fragrance.  Are there certain boundaries? 
 
Swami:  Say that again.  
 
Christine St.: Are there such a small borderline between like a healthy 
to feel like I'm keeping my own fragrance and doing what I have to 
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do for the spiritual sadhana, or helping as much as I can around me? 
Sometimes it feels like if we try to help as much as we can around us 
we get diverted, we lose our focus. 
 
Swami: I disagree. For example, I gave a talk, I done.  Once if I went 
my living room, no more attached, no more strings. If I went in my 
office, that’s different. If I'm talking to my parents, that’s different. If 
I'm talking to my classmates, that’s different. Do you understand? If 
I'm helping a business person, that’s different.  I disagree.  You have 
a kind of psychological feeling maybe you're going to divert. You 
have to first be strong. You have to be strong.  Next? 
 
Claudia M.:  What can I do when I'm so hyper acoustic?  I’m over 
acoustic as I wrote you, when I hear too much. 
 
Swami:  I’ll make it calm down.  Do you have any questions 
Tatyana? 
 
Tatyana: No, not right now.  
 
Swami: Astrid? 
 
Astrid: Yes, I would like to ask if the Germans or Europeans might be 
at the same time the puja is going on here that they can have some 
prayers so that we can give a message to Germany or to France.  That 
they have also a chance to be here or benefit from the puja? 
 
Lothar: What she’s saying is, can we call our friends at home and tell 
them in the next three days in the ashram we have fire pujas and this 
is what they can do so they can do the same thing, prepare a name 
list and then sit down at home and think… 
 
Swami: Just have them put their attention, just whenever exactly fire 
puja is running, the timing, at the time if they have the peaceful time 
they can meditate their personal mantra. If they don’t have personal 
mantra just chant, “Om Nama Shivaya.”  For example, if three hours 
is running fire puja, at least one hour, do you understand?  
 
Alx: I'm curious about what you said if you merged with another 
soul. You have a boyfriend, a husband, whatever, then you're 
creating a soul relationship with them. And for someone who has 
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had many, many, many relationships with people like that, what is 
the, what is the soul relationship now? For instance I am here, I’m 
changing as a master, what about the relationships I had in my past 
life before I came here?  
 
Swami:  Tomorrow it will burn.  
 
Alx: But is there a master student blessing relationship that happens 
to those souls in the future from this soul? 
 
Swami: I didn’t understand. 
 
Alx: In other words, is there still a connection, a divine connection 
there that can help those souls in the future through this connection, 
through this body, will happen? 
 
Swami: Through the body? 
 
Alx:  It was a past relationship something was there. 
 
Swami:  You already have it? 
 
Alx:  Yes.  
 
Swami:  Its okay, you had it. That’s different story, but your soul you 
received it. But I don’t want you get shaky whenever you're in the 
process. I want you with clarity and clear then I cleaned the mirror, 
no more dust, you can see.  
 
Alx: But, I'm saying in the future, as a master, if I have that 
connection with those souls? 
 
Swami:  Again you're going back? 
 
Alx: No. That’s it? It’s all over? There no more help to give especially 
from my soul to theirs or any divine soul can help them? 
 
Swami:  You can help, not taking … 
 
Jonathan:  Just like any other person, sending blessing. 
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Swami: Yeah. You can send, no problem. 
 
Zahira: Swami, how is it possible to meet yourself in different lokas? 
 
Swami:  How it possible to meet? 
 
Zahira:  You're doubles in other lokas? 
 
Swami: You're already in the middle process - you wined it. Wait. I 
don’t want to give any confusion until you got something in your 
hand, some energy on your hand then you can see it. But keep do 
sadhana.  Keep do it.  
 
Zahira:  And every next lifetime we have different doubles?  
 
Swami:  Doubles? 
 
Zahira:  Like this lifetime I have seven, six other doubles in different 
lokas. The next lifetime I come as a different person. Are they 
different doubles?  
 
Swami:  Doubles? 
 
Students:  Soul mates. 
 
Swami:  It means more?  Same.  
 
Zahira:  So, it soul level?  
 
Swami:  Soul level go high, soul level.  
 
Brett: Are they separate souls that are connected or are they part of 
one soul split? 
 
Swami:  One soul split, one soul split.  
 
Lisa G.: When we’re getting healing over the next three days our ex-
partners also get healing? It will a part for us our pain, our 
depression, our heartbroken and that our partners also have 
something from…? 
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Swami:  Still you care him, huh?  Still you care him? 
 
Lisa G.:  Yes, but I'm pretty good.  No need.  
 
Swami:  Don’t get confused, just stay on it.  
 
Aghni:  At what point the soul split? 
 
Swami: That’s you have to decide. You have to see yourself, if I gave 
a clue - no use.  Yes, Raymond? 
 
Raymond:  Swami, can you please tell your personal experience 
about winning a woman’s heart?  
 
Swami:  Hmm? 
 
Raymond: Can you please tell your personal experience about 
winning a woman’s heart? 
 
Swami: Me?  Why you asking that? 
 
Raymond: How it effected on your process so we all get deeper 
insight.  
 
Swami: Why? You're looking for exact answer?  Come to straight. Go 
ahead. Don’t shy be honest. We’re a kind of family. I'm happy to 
answer. I have a lot of fans. Put it that way. Fans, from my college 
days.  One girl has also died with sleeping pills.  So? 
 
Raymond:  Once you win the heart do you use it in your process, for 
success in your process? 
 
Swami: Hey, who was working here like Gangama, Nalama, 
whoever the… if I look at them just, “Hello, how are you?”  They're 
ready to do anything for me.  I no need to do like specifically talk 
with them and how we call, making cultivating, like running on their 
back for years.  That’s not my style.  
 
Raymond: You said winning their heart, what does that mean?  What 
does that mean exactly? 
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Swami:  Winning their heart? 
 
Raymond: Yes, what does that mean? 
 
Swami:  Ready to get married and ready to give their life - put it that 
way, whatever they have, their life isn’t it?  What do you need more 
than that?  What you need more than that?  For example, my mother 
she’s putting a kind of trigger on me, “Get married. Get married. Get 
married.” Okay. I keep dragging the time. I put it completely in 
Baba’s hands.  She brought up like twenty alliances. First I get their 
name and address, phone numbers. Before I met them I give a call 
and give wrong impression on them like talking the philosophy. 
They go crazy. They come themselves, “We don’t like him.” Good. 
Whenever I see them I never as their personal, just talk philosophy. 
To the young girls - no way.  So, I already won many, many women 
heart.  Am I answered your question? 
 
Raymond:  Probably.  
 
Swami:  What you’re looking for?  What you really looking? 
 
Raymond: Well, two parts, one, some insight into your past.  It seems 
like past because you won your process, that’s one part. So like I 
heard stories there was a woman here at the beginning, who you 
would only eat her food. So one part there was that, there was 
some… 
 
Swami: Maybe she cooks very good, delicious. Why you 
misunderstanding?  That’s a block.  
 
Raymond:  Yeah, its possible it’s a block although a part of that block 
it seems you're also promoting to the single men and single women 
here, really, find someone who cooks, who you like their food and 
stick with them, maybe exchange some rings, really have 
commitment.  There seems to be some promotion from you to do this. 
That’s what I'm… 
 
Swami:  What he saying? 
 
Anya:  He’s saying that is, sounds like you are promoting people to 
get together as couples, finding some woman. 
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Swami: That’s not my style, absolutely not.  If I didn’t see any pure 
love then I really drive them crazy. They're automatically losing 
impression in my heart whatever they done the secretly sneaking.  I 
keep dragging their process until they recognize their mistake.  I hate 
to be just kind of rolling around the ball. I hate that. If true love is 
there - hit it, otherwise close it. I'm sorry that’s not my style.  Is it true 
Brett? 
 
Brett:  Yes, Swami. 
 
Swami: He came, Brett he came and he standed on his knees, 
“Swami, I don’t care about spirituality.” You openly came.  I know he 
fall in love with Zahira.  Okay, just I'm waiting until he comes up, “I 
don’t care about spirituality. If she got enlighted I'm happy whatever 
she has the power, ready to give it. But she's really disturbing in me 
my mind and my heart. I'm really aching. I want her. I want to get 
married her. Please bless me.  I'm a computer guy, I can't understand 
spirituality - I don’t care.  Just I care her and her love.” Is it true Brett? 
 
Brett:  Yes, Swami.  
 
Swami:  I have the letter.  
 
Zahira:  I want to read that letter. 
 
Swami:  I’ll give you. I'm maintaining everybody’s single, each letter, 
every single gift who gave it, any single note, yes, I have it. I have it. 
Generally I won't miss it, keep it, make it filing. All Eric letters filing, 
Veemala letters filing, Paul letters filing, Birte’s letters filing. One 
time I'm super upset with Anya and Cyndria. They put with the 
blood thumbprints. Yes they did it. I have that too. I'm serious. They 
put the blood thumb, “No matter what, we are here Swami.” 
Generally my simple block, I don’t like when the room is super 
messy, the office, putting the papers here and there. It needs to be 
super clean, prompt. I have always fighting with them only with that 
subject, not with anything else. And they deserve the gold medals on 
the day after tomorrow on the full moon.  I'm giving the gold medals 
to them as soul winners. They really won how to handle Swami and 
how to handle the Swami’s feelings. Only these two characters, one 
hundred percent they know it as administration in the ashram.  
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I respect the trustee and who was worked - they're all secondary. 
They know exactly. I’m in the middle of journey, like two a.m. I'm 
calling, “Okay, I'm coming. Open the living room. Get some food 
ready.” They are there. At three a.m. I call, “What’s up?” They are 
there very prompt. They don’t have any other thing, just from 
morning wake up until to evening going to sleep, they're always 
thinking, “What?  What? What? Where is he? What he is doing? What 
he needs?” Sometimes it feels little uncomfortable, they're two police 
inspectors on me, “What you doing?” I don’t have any privacy, okay, 
but I'm happy. They really a lot of things protected. So, good it’s my 
luck - thank you guys.  
 
So I let you go to your rooms and relax. Try to grind it back what I 
talked. Tomorrow morning don’t expect me to the fire puja. Anytime 
I can come and go. And again I'm giving the small talk on the Vaastu. 
You better to hear that chapter too. And I recommend to Monika L. 
and Tatyana to give a talk on Vaastu first. Little not briefing and I 
will talk more on that. And I will talk little bit we missed the soul 
traveling, stages of the soul traveling, the Jagurdha Siddhi to the soul 
traveling, what is really soul traveling… What is really leaving the 
body?  Before we’re ending the program, in a few days I will talk, but 
I have to take care lot of peoples who did a lot of sadhana. These two, 
three days I’ll be completely busy to giving them some experiences.  
So, if I didn’t call you don’t misunderstand. If you're at Christmas or 
Shiva Ratri time, I’ll be with you guys.  Keep do your duties.  Okay?  
Have a wonderful night.  
 

End of Talk 
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